
AAU Freestyle Jujitsu Rules

1) MATCH TIME
Youth competitors will have 2 rounds that are 1-½ minutes with a 30-second break in between. Adult competitors
will have 2 rounds that are 2 ½ minutes with a 30-second break in between. In the case of a tie there will be a one-
minute round (and if needed) a 30-second break if the tie is not broken. Continue with 1-minute rounds and 30
second breaks until the tie is broken.

2) MANDATORY EQUIPMENT
Grappling gloves (no foam dipped hand gear) and foam dipped footgear, mouth guard, male groin protection is
mandatory. Optional: Head gear, Female chest protectors, shin guards, and forearm guards.

3) COMPETITORS ATTIRE
All competitors must wear a clean white, blue, black or off white (unbleached) uniform only. Patches and screens
are permitted. No rolled sleeves or cuffed pants. No V-neck collars are allowed. Male athletes may not wear T-shirts
under the Gi. Female athletes must wear a T-shirt and sports bra under the Gi.

A) OFFICIALS� ATTIRE: Officials shall wear either: White shirt, gray slacks, Black Sports Coat, Red Tie
and Black Shoes, or a clean uniform. There will be a center ref (chief referee) and 2 side judges (who will
keep score of the strikes with "clickers").

4) WEIGHT CLASSES
Under optimum conditions the following weight classes will be used. However the tournament director way
combine one or more weight classes due to athlete participation. In many cases there will be only three weight
divisions (light, medium, and heavyweight).

JUNIOR (AGES 8 & 9) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -47 lbs.
� 48 to 52 lbs.
� 53 to 59 lbs.
� 60 to 66 lbs.
� 67 to 74 lbs.
� 75 to 84 lbs.
� 85 to 95 lbs.
� 96 + lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 10 - 12) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -65 lbs.
� 66 to 72 lbs.
� 73 to 79 lbs.
� 80 to 88 lbs.
� 89 to 97 lbs.
� 98 to 110 lbs.
� 111 to 125 lbs.
� 126+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.



JUNIOR (AGES 13 - 16) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -89 lbs.
� 90 to 99 lbs.
� 100 to 110 lbs.
� 111 to 121 lbs.
� 122 to 132 lbs.
� 133 to 145 lbs.
� 146 to 161 lbs.
� 162+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 8 & 9) GIRLS: 7 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -50 lbs.
� 51 to 59 lbs.
� 60 to 69 lbs.
� 70 to 79 lbs.
� 80 to 89 lbs.
� 90 to 99 lbs.
� 100+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 10 - 12) GIRLS: 7 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -65 lbs.
� 66 to 75 lbs.
� 76 to 85 lbs.
� 86 to 95 lbs.
� 96 to 106 lbs.
� 107 to 118 lbs.
� 119+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 13 - 16) GIRLS: 7 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -90 lbs.
� 91 to 98 lbs.
� 99 to 106 lbs.
� 107 to 114 lbs.
� 115 to 125 lbs.
� 126 to 139 lbs.
� 140+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

WOMEN: 5 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -135 lbs.
� 135.5 to 155 lbs.
� 155.5 to 175 lbs.
� 175.5 to 195 lbs.
� 195.5+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

MEN: 6 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -145 lbs.
� 145.5 to 175 lbs.
� 175.5 to 195 lbs.
� 195.5 to 215 lbs.
� 215.5 to 240 lbs.
� 240+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.



5) PERSONAL HYGIENE
Referee to use good judgment for safety of competitors. Finger and toenails must be short. Athletes may not wear
glasses (must wear contacts at their own risk). All jewelry and body piercing�s should be removed, or anything that
can injure or endanger themselves or the opponent. Female athletes may braid or put up long hair as long as only
soft cloth hair restraints are used. (No metal or plastic clips or pony tail holders) Competition uniforms must be
clean and odor free.

6) POINTS
1. Punches, kicks -One point
2. Throws with both opponent's feet off ground -Three points. One foot off ground- Two points. Any other

throw or take down -One point.
3. Hold down for 5 seconds -Three points (mount, back mount, cross body hold, kesa gatame, etc.)
4. Passing the guard - Two points
5. Sweeps or reversals - Two points
6. Submissions (locks and chokes) any legal submission that elicits a tap out wins the match (In good

judgement for safety the Referee does not have to wait for submission to award the match)

7) SCORING

PART ONE (PUNCHES AND KICKS): This is a point style not full contact competition
Valid Punches and kicks score one point. Points can be scored to the head, light contact. No contact to the face.
Contact allowed to side of head (not face). No kicks to the head in the under 10 year old divisions. Points can be
scored after a competitor grabs the Gi of his opponent. Points will not be scored to the groin area, arms, or joints.
The target area of the body is the front of the torso 3" from the bottom end of the throat to the groin, and the
outside of the thigh from approx. 3 inches above the knee to the hip (leg kicks score one point). But does not
include the throat or groin, knee or hip.

PART TWO: (THROWS AND TAKEDOWNS):
Points are awarded when the competitor offensively forces his opponent to the mat from the standing position.
Points are awarded as follows:

• 3 points for a full throw or sweep that takes both opponents feet from mat
• 2 points for a half-throw or sweep that causes 1 foot of opponent to leave mat
• 1 point for any other takedown
• (Note: jumping up and wrapping legs around opponent to bring him/her to your guard is not considered

offensive takedown, and no points will be awarded). A strangulation or joint lock can be made in the
standing position. No throw may be made or attempted if a choke or joint lock is being attempted
while the competitors are standing (For safety reasons the referee does not have to wait for a
competitor to submit before awarding the match)



PART THREE (HOLD DOWN TECHNIQUES):
Positional floor techniques score three or two points. Three points are given to the competitor who maintains
control for 5 seconds or more. The chief referee will conduct a 5 count out loud. If the hold is broken the referee
will announce "Broken hold" out loud. Once points for pinning have been awarded the competitor may move to a
different control position and score again. (Control is defined as any pinning technique where the athlete applying
the pin has at least one shoulder of his opponent held to the mat and does not have either of his/her legs or torso
entangled by both of the opponents legs.)

PART FOUR (PASSING THE GUARD):
The guard will be defined as one athlete having both his/her legs wrapped around a single leg, both legs or the torso
of the opponent. To score points for "passing the guard" the trapped athlete must free his/her body and both legs
from the leg entanglement of his/her opponent and remain free for at least 3 seconds.

PART FIVE (SWEEPS AND REVERSALS):
Sweeps may be achieved either on the ground or standing. Standing sweeps will be scored under Part Two (throws
and takedowns) Most sweeps on the ground will be accomplished from the guard position. However there will be
instances when both fighters may be on their knees and one athlete may take the other back down to the mat. In
this circumstance a sweep will be awarded to the athlete executing the take down. Reversals will be scored when one
athlete changes his/her position from one of disadvantage to one of advantage or to a neutral position. For example
if one person is thrown to the ground and that person manages to roll his opponent over as they hit so he/she is
now on top a reversal has been made. Most reversals on the ground will be scored as sweeps. However there will be
times when a reversal can be called. For example if one fighter has a cross body hold and begins to knee mount his
opponent if the down fighter pushes the top fighter over and comes off his back to a neutral or control position a
reversal has been made. Being taken from a mounted position to the guard is also a reversal.

PART SIX (SUBMISSIONS):
No submissions are allowed in the youth 7 and under year old divisions. Positional fighting only for this
group. Only chokes with the Gi are allowed. At least one hand must be grabbing the Gi in any choke attempt. The
athletes may use their opponents Gi or their own Gi to meet this requirement. No naked forearm or hands with
direct pressure to front of throat. Locks on fingers and toes are not allowed. Wrist locks and straight ankle locks are
permitted in all adult divisions. No heal hooks in any division. Straight knee bars are allowed in the adult divisions
only. No twisting knee locks are allowed in any division. No crossed ankles or figure-4 locks around the kidneys and
neck. The "triangle" or sankaku jime choke does not fall into this category as the legs are also wrapped around the
shoulder. Rest of body figure-4 locks are okay. For safety reasons the referee does not have to wait for a
competitor to submit before awarding the match

8) FOULS AND PENALTIES
All fouls are considered 2 to 6 point penalties. Generally fouls are accidental but can be grounds for
disqualification depending on the intent and severity of the foul.
Fouls are:

1. Butting with the head, eye gouging of any kind, fish hooking, or finger chokes
2. Groin attacks of any kind.
3. Throat strikes of any kind, including, without limitation, grabbing the trachea.
4. Clawing, pinching or twisting the flesh or grabbing the clavicle.
5. Timidity, including, without limitation, avoiding contact with an opponent, faking an injury.
6. Interference by the corner. (Physical interference or verbal abuse directed towards the referee or the other

fighter or coach). Any competitor that has 6 penalty points given is automatically disqualified from that
match. If a competitor is disqualified from two matches he/she is disqualified from the tournament.



The following penalties are 2 points deductions (awarded to the non-offending fighter) for each infraction:
1. Punches/strikes or kicks to forbidden areas, or excessive contact. Disqualification for or excessive contact

may occur immediately after a penalty has been issued
2. To deliberately go outside the contest area with the whole body or both feet. To go out of bounds to avoid

a point: 1st time - Warning or two point award to the opponent. (a warning will be given only if the chief
referee feels that the infraction was not deliberate) After the first infraction 2 point deductions will be given.

3. To purposely throw and/or push competitor out of bounds.

The following penalties are 4 point deductions
1. To disregard the chief referee's instruction.
2. To show un-sportsman-like conduct.
3. To throw or try to throw the opponent with any lock or choke and/or make any lock at the neck and spinal

column in movement. (Koshi Guruma is a legal throw).

The following penalties are 6 point deductions
1. To apply any deliberate action which may injure the opponent.
2. To disregard the chief referee's instruction.
3. To show un-sportsman-like conduct.
4. Disregarding the chief referee or showing un-sportsman-like conduct can be either a 4-point deduction or

instant disqualification depending on the offense and the judgement of the referee.

9) FORFEITURE AND INJURY
1. Any competitor that fails to appear for his or her match within two minutes after the match start time will

forfeit said match.
2. Any competitor that withdrawals from competition during the match will forfeit that match.
3. If the tournament doctor or medical personnel declares that a competitor must withdraw from a match, he

or she must also withdraw from the rest of the competition.
4. When the cause of the injury is attributed to the injured contestant, the injured contestant shall lose the

match.
5. When the cause of injury is attributed to the uninjured contestant, the uninjured contestant shall lose the

match.
6. When it is impossible to attribute the cause of the injury to either contestant, the uninjured contestant shall

win the match.
7. The tournament doctor or medical personnel will decide whether the injured contested may continue or not.
8. In every case when a match is stopped because of injury to one or both contestants, the center referee may

permit a maximum of five minutes to be given to the injured contestant for rest. The total rest time for each
match shall be no more than five minutes.



AAU Jujitsu Grappling Rules
For Gi and no Gi divisions

1. Match Time:
Ages 7 and under: 3 minutes (Position Grappling Only)
Ages 8 � 16 years old: 4 minutes or submission, which ever comes first
Ages 18 and up: 5 minute or submission, which ever comes first.
17 year old�s will be placed in the appropriate division on a case by case basis at the discretion of the tournament
director.

2. Competitors Attire:
No V-neck uniforms allowed All competitors must wear a clean and odor free Karate, Judo, or Jujitsu style Gi
(white, blue, or black). The jacket shall be long enough to cover the hips. The jacket sleeves must be loose enough
to grip and come to within 5 cm. of the wrist bone with the competitors arms extended. The pants must be loose
enough to grip and come within 5 cm. of the anklebone when standing. If the jacket or pants become torn during
the match the competitor will have 5 minutes to replace said garment (see injury time). Male competitors are not
allowed to wear t-shirts under the Gi. Female competitors must wear a T-shirt and sports bra under the Gi. In the
no Gi matches a Rash guard or T-shirt as well as shorts or Gi pants are required for all competitors. (No Speedo�s)

3. Starting Position:
Athletes will start in the standing position.

5. Scoring
A. Takedowns and Throws

Points are awarded when the competitor offensively forces his opponent to the mat from the standing
position. Points are awarded as follows:

• 3 points for a full throw or sweep that takes both opponents feet from mat
• 2 points for a half-throw or sweep that causes 1 foot of opponent to leave mat
• 1 point for any other takedown
(Note: jumping up and wrapping legs around opponent to bring him/her to your guard is not
considered offensive takedown, and no points will be awarded)

B. Ground fighting
1. Any submission (tap-out by competitor) ends the match with a winner. Points are awarded when the

competitor achieves and maintains a position for 5 seconds
2. Top Mount Position 3points - Points are awarded when the competitor is on top of his opponent,

straddling him with both knees and feet on the mat, maintaining control of his opponent
3. Rear Mount Position 3points - Points are awarded when the competitor has control of his opponent from

behind, with hooks in (heels between opponent's legs)
4. Knees On The Stomach 3points - Points are awarded when the competitor has one knee across his/her

opponent's stomach, keeping the other knee up with foot on the floor
5. Kesa gatame, Kesuri Gatame 3 points - Points are awarded when the competitor has control of his

opponent from the side by holding his head and one arm, or by holding or controling both arms.
6. North south or kami shiho gatame, or Variations 3 points - Points are awarded when the competitor has

control of his opponent while keeping his head in his opponents stomach and laying on top
7. Yoko shiho gatame or Side mount or cross body hold 3 points - Points are awarded when the competitor

has control of his opponent from the side keeping one shoulder pinned to the mat with no leg
entanglements



B. Ground fighting (continued)
8. Reversals 2 points - Also called a sweep, flip, etc. Points are awarded when the competitor sweeps or flips

his opponent, using his legs or arms reversing his own position from bottom to top and maintaining that
position for 3 seconds. If an athlete is mounted and his opponent bridges or rolls up to a knelling position
that is a reversal. Even if he/she is still in the guard.

9. Passing The Guard 2 points
A. When the opponent is on her back, controlling the competitor with her legs around or
B. in between the waist (guard position), the competitor passes the legs to attain the cross
C. side position, maintaining complete control on top

5.Weight Divisions

JUNIOR (AGES 7 & Under) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -40 lbs.
� 41 to 46 lbs.
� 47 to 52 lbs.
� 53 to 58 lbs.
� 59 to 64 lbs.
� 65 to 70 lbs.
� 71 to 76 lbs.
� 77 + lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 8 & 9) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -47 lbs.
� 48 to 52 lbs.
� 53 to 59 lbs.
� 60 to 66 lbs.
� 67 to 74 lbs.
� 75 to 84 lbs.
� 85 to 95 lbs.
� 96 + lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 10 - 12) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -65 lbs.
� 66 to 72 lbs.
� 73 to 79 lbs.
� 80 to 88 lbs.
� 89 to 97 lbs.
� 98 to 110 lbs.
� 111 to 125 lbs.
� 126+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 13 - 16) BOYS: 8 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -89 lbs.
� 90 to 99 lbs.
� 100 to 110 lbs.
� 111 to 121 lbs.
� 122 to 132 lbs.
� 133 to 145 lbs.
� 146 to 161 lbs.
� 162+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.



JUNIOR (AGES 8 & 9) GIRLS: 7 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -50 lbs.
� 51 to 59 lbs.
� 60 to 69 lbs.
� 4) 70 to 79 lbs.
� 5) 80 to 89 lbs.
� 6) 90 to 99 lbs.
� 7) 100+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 10 - 12) GIRLS: 7 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -65 lbs.
� 66 to 75 lbs.
� 76 to 85 lbs.
� 86 to 95 lbs.
� 96 to 106 lbs.
� 107 to 118 lbs.
� 119+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

JUNIOR (AGES 13 - 16) GIRLS: 7 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -90 lbs.
� 91 to 98 lbs.
� 99 to 106 lbs.
� 107 to 114 lbs.
� 115 to 125 lbs.
� 126 to 139 lbs.
� 140+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

WOMEN: 5 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -135 lbs.
� 135.5 to 155 lbs.
� 155.5 to 175 lbs.
� 175.5 to 195 lbs.
� 195.5+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

MEN: 6 WEIGHT CLASSES
� -145 lbs.
� 145.5 to 175 lbs.
� 175.5 to 195 lbs.
� 195.5 to 215 lbs.
� 215.5 to 240 lbs.
� 240+ lbs.
Or will be divided into two, three, or four size groups depending on competition size.

6. Personal Hygiene:
Referee judgment for safety of competitors. Finger and toenails must be short. Athletes may not wear glasses (must
wear contacts at their own risk). All jewelry and body piercing�s should be removed, or anything that can injure or
endanger themselves or the opponent.



7. Fouls
3 fouls will result in disqualification. Fouls will be given for any of the following infractions
(If sever enough, the ref may disqualify the athlete at that time)

1. No striking at all.
2. No excessive or dangerous throws or throws that use the neck. (Koshi Guruma is allowed)
3. No small joint manipulation, i.e. fingers and toes. Wristlocks are allowed.
4. No heel hooks, foot cranks, or, knee bars (straight ankle locks are allowed). Competitors17 and older are

allowed to use straight knee-bars. No twisting leg attacks are allowed!
5. No butting with the head, eye gouging of any kind, fish hooking, or finger chokes
6. No groin attacks of any kind.
7. No throat strikes of any kind, including, without limitation, grabbing the trachea.
8. No clawing, pinching or twisting the flesh or grabbing the clavicle.
9. No timidity, including, without limitation, avoiding contact with an opponent, faking an injury.
10. No interference by the corner. (Physical interference or verbal abuse directed towards the referee or the

other fighter or coach).
11. Disregarding the center referee�s commands

8. Grounds for automatic disqualification
1. Engaging in an unsportsmanlike conduct that causes an injury to an
2. Opponent, or is considered disrespectful (i.e. spitting at an opponent).
3. Using abusive language, yelling at a ref or another opponent, or
4. Displaying a general lack of control in attitude, words, or deeds.
5. Flagrantly disregarding the instructions of the referee.
6. To apply any technique that, in the referee�s opinion, is a deliberate attempt to injure the other competitor.

9. Forfeiture and injury
1. Any competitor that fails to appear for his or her match within three minutes after the match start time will

forfeit said match.
2. Any competitor that withdrawals from competition during the match will forfeit that match.
3. If the tournament doctor or medical personnel declares that a competitor must withdraw from a match, he

or she must also withdraw from the rest of the competition.
4. When the cause of the injury is attributed to the injured contestant, the injured contestant shall lose the

match.
5. When the cause of injury is attributed to the uninjured contestant, the uninjured contestant shall lose the

match.
6. When it is impossible to attribute the cause of the injury to either contestant, the uninjured contestant shall

win the match.
7. The tournament doctor or medical personnel will decide whether the injured contested may continue or not.
8. In every case when a match is stopped because of injury to one or both contestants, the center referee may

permit a maximum of five minutes to be given to the injured contestant for rest. The total rest time for each
match shall be no more than five minutes.

*Revised as of October 8, 2005*


